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2 BEDROOM | 1 BATHROOM | ROOF TERRACE



> DRAMATIC

FLOATING SHELVES

> BRILLIANTLY

LOCATED 

> MONOCHROMATIC

BATHROOM

• 2 DOUBLE BEDROOMS

• PART FURNISHED

• PRIVATE ROOF TERRACE

• AVAILABLE FROM 11TH

OCTOBER

• DOUBLE GLAZING

THROUGHOUT

• 0.7 MILES TO FINSBURY PARK

STATION
BEDROOMS: 2

BATHROOMS: 1

RECEPTIONS: 1

OUR
FAVOURITE 
FEATURES:

KEY FEATURES

2 BEDROOM
Split level maisonette

YOURS FOR
£1,500 PCM 

You’ll find double glazing throughout this red-bricked property, perfect for

keeping the chill out on a classically moody British day, and a brilliant

balcony through the reception room for those few days a year the sun

decides to make an appearance. In the open plan living room and kitchen,

you’ll find painted white wooden kitchen cabinets alongside charcoal

coloured countertops and a freestanding mini workbench in the kitchen

and a delightful array of chunky wooden floating shelves making a dramatic

display above the cerulean sofa beside the balcony door. In both carpeted

double bedrooms, you’ll spot modern cornicing, neutral decoration and

rather pleasant double glazed windows. The monochromatic bathroom

boasts a freestanding ceramic wash basin with a rather useful bar light

placed above, a full-sized bathtub with overhead shower, and easy to clean

tiling on both floor and walls. 

As for location, you’re in a rather brilliant position – one of the best

spots for craft beer in North London can be found at The Hopsmiths 0.1

mile away (try the trio of beers – the Salty Kiss is rather delightful) and

OFM award winning Max’s Sandwiches 500ft away, where you’ll be

converted to devouring sandwiches for dinner for life. Ornate Victorian

dairy-turned-pub The Old Dairy is also just 250ft away, where you’ll find

delicious Sunday roasts alongside a pretty decent selection of beverages,

which is just down the road from insanely brilliant squid-ink burgers at

Oven & Hearth 0.2 miles away. Finsbury Park Station is also just 0.6 miles

away – connecting you to the Victoria, Piccadilly & National Rail lines.


